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The authors derive asymptotic formulas for the energies of the strongly bound states of hydrogen for large

magnetic fields. Rigorous lower bounds on the binding and. also upper bounds are given based on generous

estimates of the errors. Comparison with variational and other previous numerical results shows their

tendency to underestimate the binding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intense (sometimes called "superstrong") mag-
netic fields are characterized by Landau orbits
which are of the same order as, or smaller than,
the Bohr radius. This is the case for P -3&10' G.
Such fields are believed to pervade the surfaces of
certain neutron and magnetic stars. ' They make
spectroscopic and other properties of matter very
different from the ordinary. For the obvious rea-
sons of abundancy and theoretical tractability the
spectral properties of hydrogen are of particular
interest. There is also independent theoretical in-
terest in the problem in the context of perturbation
theory. ' 4

The key to the large-field behavior is the (es-
sentially) one-dimensional dynamics in the direc-
tion of g. (Schiff and Snyder rea1ized this as early
as 1939.') Hence hydrogen in a large magnetic
field is related to some form of the one-dimension-
al Coulomb (long-range) problem. A definite con-
nection with the one-dimensional truncated Coulomb
Hamiltonian [V(~) =-1/(~@~+a)] was suggested by
Huderman in 1971. This gave the leading term in
the I3-~ expansion for the binding energy. How-
ever, the connection proposed by Ruderman was
just a clever guess. It was not clear how seriously
it should be taken, i.e., to what order it is accur-
ate. (This question is answered by the present
work. )

Much effort has been devoted to numerical analy-
sis of the problem. Among the methods employed
were variational, "Pade approximations, ' numer-
ical integration of differential equations, ' '" and
Thomas- Fermi. " Typically the various methods
led to scattering of -2(P/~ in their estimates.

Theoretically the problem was in two parts:
first, to perform the Schiff-Snyder reduction to one
dimension systematically; second, to find a gener-

al method for analyzing the one-dimensional Ham-
iltonian in the appropri'ate limit. It turns out that
both problems are intimately related. Both can be
solved by a theory of weak coupling recently de-
veloped by one of us.'

Before explaining what weak coupling has to do
with large magnetic fields let us explain what the
strongly bound states are. 'The strongly bound
states are those that increase their binding indefin-
itely with g. On each subspace, with fixed azimu-
thal quantum number m, the ground state is strong-
ly bound. Heuristically this comes about by
squashing the state onto the attractive Coulomb
singularity. Ruderman found that this divergence
of the binding is essentially logarithmic in B.

How is weak coupling related to high B'P This is
a consequence of the scaling properties of the
Hamiltonian": Surmelian and O' Connell" noted that
with charge g the hydrogenlike Hamiltonian
II(B,z) satisfies

If(a, z) =13@(l,zB '~')

(== denotes unitary equivalence). Hereafter we use
~ for g. It follows that B-~ corresponds to X -0.
This is the weak coupling.

'The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 0 we
derive weak coupling formulas and show that the
one-dimensional Schiff-Snyder Hamiltonian is a
first-order approximation in the weak coupling ex-
pansion. In Sec. III we evaluate explicitly the first
few terms in the expansion for the Schiff-Snyder
Hamiltonian. This yields asymptotic formulas for
the binding energies for the ground states for arbi-
trary quantum numbers m. In Sec. IV we bound the
first correction due to the latent two dimensions.
Section V is numerical. We give generous upper
and rigorous lower bounds for the binding energies.
Comparison with other results is also made.
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In Secs. II-IV, the unit of energy is 54.4 eV and
the unit of magnetic field 9.4 ~ 10' G.

g2 g(y2

Let

(2.4)

ff, „=(p-a &&r)2 —2.
The eigenvalue problem (2.2) can be written

[1 —xK(o)]y =0,

where

(2.5)

II. WEAK COUPLING

The Schrodinger equation for (spinless) hydrogen
in a constant magnetic field B (and infinitely heavy
nucleus) is

ff(fl) = (p —,Bxr-) —I/I r I. (2.1)
By (1.1), H(B) is essentially equivalent to

d(z) = (p —z &&r)'- ~/lr l, (2.2)

with z a unit vector and

~=(2/a) ~ . (2.3)
In each subspace, with azimuthal quantum numbex

m, the continuous spectrum of (2.1) starts at
(B(((m( —m +1).' The binding energy is the
(positive) distance of the eigenvalue from the thres-
hold of the continuous spectrum. An index m,
which we shall drop as a rule, denotes the I.~ = m

subspace. It is sufficient to consider m~ 0, which
we henceforth do. Let e2 denote the binding energy
of (2.2). The corresponding binding for (2.1) will
be denoted by e . The two are related by

and e(x) =1 for x~ 0 and zero otherwise. Then

K =P/n+Q/n+L.

By Appendix A

IILI(-.3v/4~ .

(2.9)

(2.10)

(le(I= ~. (2.11)

Consequently (X/n)Q= (I/e)Q is arbitrarily small
for sufficiently large J9'. Thus, as in the one-di-
mensional case,"the key to the analysis is the
realization that the most divergent part of K as o.

0 is rank 1.
Let 8, be so large (A, so small) that

((~L+ (I/e)q(( & 1 (2.12)

for J3 ~ B,. By Appendix A and the numerical re-
sults of Sec. IV, one finds &, ~300.

Theomm 2.2: The eigenvalue equation for the
ground state with binding e' for goal

~ B, is given by

~ =Tr{[1—(I/~)q- XL]-'P). (2.13)

Proof: Since [1 —(I/e)Q- (I/A, )L]/=0 implies p=—0
for B~ B„(2.5) can be written

[1 —(I/~)A]y =0, (2.14)
where

X-=[I-(I/~)q-u. ] 'P.

Thus I» &~ 6 [»nd x re»ted by (2*3)] ~IILII &I ~

By direct variation calculation (see Appendix A) one
can show that the ground state in the m subspace
has binding that increases without limit as B-~.
In. addition, it is shown that

K(~) =(1/Ir I'")(&.+ ~') '(1/Ir I'"), (2.6) A is a product of a bounded operator and a rank-1
operator. By standard arguments the eigenvalue
problem (2.14) has the eigenvalue equation

g is the usual bound-state wave function. Now

e ( "( I-(0&o
(H, +o') '=(0)(0( +

(2.7)
where (0) is the ground state of the two-dimension-
al Landau Hamiltonian restricted to the I,=m
subspace. The first term on the right-hand side of
(2.7) is singular in the limit o. -0. The second
term, on the other hand, is uniformly bounded by
4. Motivated by this and Ref. 4, we introduce a
more elaborate decomposition. Let

1 1 —(0) (0( 1
& +~'

1 1 -a
( «) -a) «'(

(p( x/a I 0) (0(e
(

(i/2

(p)(p((e- (z-z ( e-a( z+z'()
2 r '~'

„e(aa')
I

I"-' ' (2.8)

(I/e)~] =1 —(1/e)Tr(~) =0, (2.15)

III. SCHIFF-SNYDER HAM ILTONIAN

he Schiff-Snyder Hamiltonian H~ is

, —~W.(x),(m

since A is rank 1, Q.E.D.
A systematic expansion in the small parameters

X and I/cfollowsfrom (2.15)by expanding the de-
nominator in a power series to lower orders:

e =Tr(P)+(1/e)Tr(PQ)+(2/8)' 'Tr(LP)

(2.16)

In Sec. III we evaluate the first two traces (the
leading behavior) and in Sec. IV we bound the third.

Setting L = 0 in (2.16) gives the eigenvalue equa-
tion for the ground state of the Schiff-Snyder Ham-
iltonian.
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where

e-g]) m) ~]w„(x)-=0
l l

0 =
l ll (,),), (3.2)

f e x"ln —dx = m l (y —q„),
0

m

q0=0 t

(3.8)

Proposition 3.1: The eigenvalues of H(s") (A) are
bounded from above by the eigenvalues of the one
dimensional truncated Coulomb Hamiltonian with
potential

-x/[l xl + (m+1)' ']

[xW (x)-1)dx=-(m+-.')/ml,m ~

~~ ~i
t

0

f X (2 a)"
dx =-y- ln(2a) — (-1)"

X nnl) '

(3.9)

EHyd ~ ESchiff-Snyd
e Rn

with E„"&~ the nth L, =0 hydrogenic energy (with X
e2)
Proof:

1/(m+ i+ x')"' & w„(x) &1/l xl . (3.3)
The right-hand side of (3.3) follows directly from
(3.2) and the left-hand side, which is also easy, is
proved in Appendix C. It follows that W„(x)
~ [(m+ 1)'t'+ lxl ] '. This together with the min-
max principle completes the proof of the first
half of the proposition. For the second half, note
that the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation with
Dirichlet -boundary conditions is identical to the
radial wave equation with I =O. Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.2: Only the ground state of H™sis
strongly bound in the sense that a/X goes to infinity

as g-O.
Let n' be the binding energy for the ground state

of Hs. Mimicking the derivation in Sec. Il, we get
$2

a=XTr(P)+ —Tr(pq)+ —,Tr(PQ')+ ~ ~ ~,

(3.4)
where P and Q are as in (2.8). This is identical to
(2.16), with A, and a related to B and e by (2.3) and

(2.4) and L set equal to zero. Now

»(P)„=f x *tt'„(x)dx
0

X 1
dx+ (i —2 ax) W„(x)dx

2Q X 0

with y being Euler's constant, one gets

Tr(p) =ln(1/a) —2 (y+ q )+2a(m+ 2)/ml + O(a) .

For the next term

Tr(PQ) =
2

dxdyw„(x)e "'W (y)e "'1

0

x(e ~l'-~l e-~l +)l)

(3.10)

xe "CX dyW y

e '""W (x)dxl
1 (

m! (4a~t+ x~)'~2

(lx) f(t - x ")t =(t)d),
0

x 1 e y

X(x) = dy,
0

n(x) = t.(x) —X(x).

Then

(3.12)

(s.is)

(3.14)

(3.16)

W xe " W y 1 —e~ "gy.
0 0

(3.11)

It is easy to show (see below) that

0& Tr(PQ) & ~» v'.

+ e '" W ——dx+ O(a). (3.~)
X

Using the identities" [(3.7) follows from (3.8)]
and

tt(x)= f [ttt(t) —t)dt+ O(tt) (s.i6)

1 05

=ln2 — e "x"in[1+(1+x)' 2] dx, (3.6)
mt

1
W xdx

0

ml
e x In[1+(1+x)'t']dx+-,'(y —q„),

0

~ I~ m
~

~

It2 ~ ~2I ~
m j

(3.7)

»(t'Q) fdx+ f =tt(x)
1 1 e-X

+ e "q) ——X(x)dx+ q(x)dx
0 x 0 X

e ~ 1
+ q) ——q(x)dx+ O(a) .

(s.iv)
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'These integrals are evaluated in Appendix B. The
result is

TABLE E. Constants D~ and q of Egs. (3.18)and (3.19)
computed for angular momenta ng, m =0, 1,2.

1

Tr(Pq) = + c( ' ln(e2)
12 I)

+ D~&+ ~fm e

(m+ —2')!

mf
where

D~ = q' +~g2 + 2 In (2) —2 + y —2&~,

(3.18}

(3.18)

6'~+&/2

2(1 —In2)

2(~3- ln2)

y —2C( =-0.036 48

+3+y —2Cg = 0.630 2

g5+y —2Cg = 1.030 2

x S y + 1 -i/2 1 lady 0 30685

(3.20)
In Appendix G we prove

0 ~f„~2(m+ 1)'~2 (1 —ln2) . (3.22)
q„ is as in (3.8) (see Table 1), f is the constant

eo 1 Z

f = W' (x) — dx 'dy[W (y)-1].
0 0

We have made no attempt to evaluate f numerical-
ly. For the third-order term we have the upper
bound

Ye(pQ*) ff f ee(e =)))'(e,)ee(e )e * "**(e ')*' * ( —e'(**'*()(e '(* *'( —e '(' '*()
Z3~ 0

Z~~ Z2~0

dX, dX, dX, W X, m X, g X3

Zy ~Z 2 ~Z3 M

& [e x(p-2 u,xn2x )-sinh (ux2) +2 exp(-2o. x, —ax2 —n.x2) sinh(nx, ) sinh(ax, )] .
By (3.3)

(3.23)

0 Te(pq ) f
"1-"2-"3

(x,x x2) '[e '& '"2 sinh (x2)+2e "& 2 '2 sinh(x2) sinh(x, )] &~2 (3.24}

[use e "sinh(x) ~x].
Collecting these terms, we obtain an asymptotic

implicit function for the ground-state eigenvalue
for the Schiff-Snyder Hamiltonian:

" =ln --'2(y+q )+ + A, ln(n2„)

2n(m+-2') t XD (m+-2') I+ + + error.

(3.25)

The error is roughly of the order of ~~2 (g/n) 2.
Strictly speaking, only the first three terms on

the right-hand side of (3.25) are significant. n/X
is of the order of ln(1/A. ), and so the error domin-
ates the Xln(a2) term and the two following terms
for X sufficiently small. The main reason why we
retain these terms is that we have been able to
compute them. We mention, however, that these
are also the first terms that distinguish the Schiff-
Snyder energy from the truncated Coulomb. An-
other reason for retaining the high-order terms is

IV. ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA

A. Latent two dimensions

By (2.17) the lowest-order correction taking into
account the two dimensions transverse to 9 is
(2/&)' '»(&&)

where

W„..(x) W, .„(x')
2 (n(2 + 4~)1/2

x exp[—(n'+4 )'~'
~

— '~ ]

p t'w '" (tV„,(p))'dp
~ (2 p +4n+lx (4.1)

(4.2)

and a caret denotes Fourier transform. Hence

that, in the range of interest, A. is not so small
that these terms are dominated by the error term.
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iw (p)i'Tr(LP)(Q
2

' "2
4

dp~
2

—Q i )W„o(x)( dx

(4 3)

B. Main result

From (3.25), for the Schiff-Snyder one-dimen-
sional Hamiltonian, (2.3), (2.4), and (4.3) we ob
tain the grouud state of the ffamiifoniuu (g.g),
suhich, for B ~ B„ is given by the asymptotic
formula

1 B 1 g'=
2 ln ——p(y+ Q +ln2) +m ~2 7N 13m

1 +2—

2 '~' m+ —,
' ID

+ — ' + errora (4 4)

[q and D„are given in (3.8) and (3.19)]. The er-
ror is roughly

Error + ln B+(2w /B) (4.5)

'The first term is the "one-dimensional error"
(3.24) and the second the "two-dimensional" (4.3).

For magnetic fieMs Bs 3000, (4.3) dominates
(3.24). (The converse holds for higher B.) It fol-
lows that by computing a few terms in (4.1) the nu-

merical accuracy of (4.4) would improve substan-
tially.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The physically interesting range of intense mag-
netic fields is restricted to fields smaller than a
few thousands in the 9.4 x ].O'-G unit. In this range
the relevant small parameters are not very small.
Gonsequently the weak coupling expansion to the or-
der given in Eq. (4.4) is only moderately accurate
and the error terms, B '~' and ln B [see Eq.
(4.5)], are not negligible. We shall describe the
solutions of Eq. (4.4), discuss their accuracy, and

compare the results to those of other works.
We denote the binding energy obtained by solving

the implicit function E„(4.4). We also consider
shorter series of the weak coupling expansion. In
particular, E„(2)denotes the binding energy for the
weak coupling formula in which only the first two
leading terms in the right-hand side of Eq. (4.4) are
kept. 'The behavior of the sequence of numbers
obtained as more terms in the series in Eq. (4.4)

TABLE II. Binding energy in units of 13.6 eV for the
tightly bound states with m =0 and m =1 in magnetic fields
in the 9.4x10 -G unit. Eo{2) and E&(2) are the solutions
of the weak coupling equation to the leading two orders.
Eo and E2 are the solutions of the full weak coupling equa-
tions (4.4j for m = 0 and m = 1.

m=0
Lower
bound Eo(2) Eo

m=1
Lower
bound E&(2)

25 4.31 4.34
50 5.44 5.44

100 6.83 7.40
300 9.63 11.44
500 11.23 13.76
851 13.10 16.48

1000 13.72 17.38
2000 16.65 21.58
3000 18.56 24.32

7 ~ 78
9.06

11.00
15.21
17.64
20.49
21.42
25.79
28.62

3.38
4.30
5.46
7.77
9.11

10.70
11.22
13.72
15.38

2.97
4.13
4.94
7.71
9.49

11.62
12.33
15.70
17.94

8.96
8.50
9.45

12.32
14.12
16.30
17.02
20.47
22.75

are retained is an empirical measure of the ac-
curacy of E„. Since E„(3)turns out to be quite
close to E, it seems that the distance between

E„(2) and E should be an empirically safe esti-
mate of the accuracy of E . E and E„(2)are given
in Table D for m=0, 1 in units of 13.6eV. [E
turns to be insensitive to f within the range given
in (3.22). ] The table indicates only a 2(P/q accuracy
for m =0 and B- 1000. In gable I we have also
given a rigorous lower bound on the binding which
follows from the truncated Coulomb (Prop. 3.1).
This bound is not expected to be optimal. 'The

eigenvalues of the truncated Coulomb Hamiltonian
are given by the zeros of a certain hypergeometric
function" ~6 (see Appendix E). These have been de-
termined numerically to an accuracy better than
0.001,

TableIII considers the m=0 ground state. T' he
table contains results obtained by alternative meth-
ods in other works (Refs. 1, 8, 9, 11,12, 19,20, 22):
a rigorous lower bound on the binding, and a gener-
ous upper bound. This table is also in units of 13.6
eV and 2.35 &&10' G (unlike the other sections of
this work), The lower bound has been discussed
above. The upper bound was obtained by taking
the generous bounds (3.24), (4.3), and (D3) for
Tr(PQ'), Tr(IP), and Tr(PQ) in (2.16).
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TABLE III. Binding energy for the yg =0 ground state in units of 13.6 eV and magnetic fields
in the 2.35 &10 -0 unit. The "Lower bound" column is the solution of the truncated Coulomb
Hamiltonian; CK-data of Canuto and Kelly (Ref. 11); CLR-Cohen, Lodenquai, and Buderman
(Bef. 19); RS-Rau, Spruch, and Mueller (Refs. 8, 123; SHSO—Smith, Henry, Surmelian, andO' Connell (Ref. 7, 22); AHS-the present work.

Lower
bound CK 8HSO AHS

Upper
bound

25
50

100
300
500
852

1000
2000
3000

2.63
3.38
4.31
6.23
7.34
8.67 14
9.12

11.23
12.64

6.47
10.15

13.6
14.4

4.73

7.46

16.8

6.93
9.81

14.1

7.56
10.57

7.77
7.78

10.13
11.75
13.75
14.42
17.64
19.78

13

15
18
20
22
23
27
30

~See a3.so Ref. 9.

A direct check on the accuracy of the method of
weak coupling is presented in Table IV. The table
compares n, the square root of the binding [in
(54.4 eV)' '] for the truncated Coulomb obtained by
weak coupling, with the exact results. The small
coupling constant A, was chosen to correspond [see
Eq. (2.8)] to 100+.~ ~1000, The weak coupling
formula for the truncated Coulomb Hamiltonian is
given in Eq. (E5) in Appendix E. In Appendix E the
exact solution is also reviewed. Table IV provides
an indirect method for estimating the accuracy of
Eq. (4.4), 16%%uz accuracy at B-100 and |% accuracy
at g3-1000. This error is smaller than the two
estimates of the error given above and it is possi-
ble that the extra two dimensions for the Zeeman
Hamiltonian increase the error.

3 1 1III l 2 I
Ig/2 (H +2) —

I I
/

Thus

(Al)

In conclusion it seems to us that Tables II and III
provide a realistic estimate of E and its accuracy.
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APPENDIX A

a. III II ~ since If, (1 —i0&&0l) ~4 and 1/a~-,'(1/
a+2) for a~ 2, we have the operator identity

III II
- ~2 tt lx I "'(&2+2) 'll' ~4 tl lxl '"

I p I "If lf (P')"'(II +2)-+'ll'll(a +2) '" ll' &-'z/2'/' (A2)

The norm of the first term is (—,
' w)'/', by Ref. 18.

The others are elementary.
b. II @If. Consider a unitarity-dilated Q in the z

direction. As e-0 it converges to (and is point-
wise bounded by)

q I
I-1/2(e I

z-s'( e-fs+z'I)

Ized

f
I/2

Ifv ~v„ff ~1/~,

lf& &y II'- ll& &l' It'.
(A8)

Then

If q, ll
~

If v~ v, II+2 II v, ~v„lf+ fl v„~v„ll; (Av)

now

Let

x 8(zz')IO)(OI .

I
I"', izl=I~,

l;(z) =-

0, Izf&Z,

v„(z) =- fzl '/'- v„(z),
& (e-f ~-z't e- f ~+z'~)g( I)

(A8)

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)

sinh (z) f e"
d8

0 Z Q X

Since sinew is convex

e ' —e ' ~ (z/It) e", 0 «z ~B .
This gives

ff v ~v„ff = 1/4Wft,

(A 10)

(A11)
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%eak
coupling Exact

0.1414
0.1000
0.0840
0.0632
Q.0447

0.171
Q.137
0.122
0.101
0.080

0.1848
0.1458
Q.1293
0.1060
0.0828

TABLE LV. Square root of the binding energy o.' in units

of (54.4 eQ~ for small coupling constants A, for the trun-

cated Coulomb.

APPENDIX 8

1' f0 fe ~/x)X(x)dx

W»«(1- e ")/y as a power series and integrate
term by term. 'This gives 4

f 8* f l-*e

1 1 I m=1-—+ ———~ ~ ' =
2 3 4

g. f"ft(g+ t~)-'~2 —lglntdt

II Vs&&ell' &
ll &,&&~llee

'f=
1 R x

e dx
0 0

sinh'(y)
dp

e ~dy ~ gR.

(A12)

[t(1+t') ' ' —1] lntdt
0

1

[t(1+t') ' '-1]lntdt
0

+ [1—(1+t') '~'] dt (B2)
So finally

([q, [[ 3/2~8+-,'~A, R&0.

(A13} is minimized bye =3:

IIQ. lt- &

(A13)

(A14)

Expand the square root by the binomial and inte-
grate term by term. This gives

(A15)

L,emma A.1: In each subspace with fixed m the
ground state of (2.1) has binding energy e'„(B),
which diverges as B-~.

proof: Let p be the unique solution of the im-
plicit function

p =2X(m+ I)'~'e'8e, (2p),

= 0.306 85. . . .

~ ~ ~

fol fe ~/xJq(x)dx

(B3)

with e, (x) the exponential integral and A. = (2/B)'~'.
As ~-0,

p
—2&(m+ 1p/' In(1/A, ) .

Write e */x as an infinite series and integrate
by parts. The series obtained is expressible in
terms of the exponential integral. It gives

Now choose a trial wave function

exp[-p ~x)(m+ 1) ' '] lo&~ (A16)

e " (m+-,')t
x

q(x)dx= 2[y+ e,(1)]a m!

and let n —ye. Using (C3) and the min-max prin-
ciple, we find

(A17}

(B4)lnx xy x —1 dx+ 0 e .
0

In (B4) a scaled version of (3.9) has been used.
Now

&la

0 (a +t )
dt=alna, , „~2+a, 2 1,,]2 dt +a lntdt't +1j (t +1j

t 1+t2 ~~2 1 lntdt+ 0 ~
0

=-alna —1 —c, + O(a), (85)
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where c, is as in Eq. (3.20) above. It follows that

xlnx(()(x)dx = -2e ln(2e)r (m+ -', )I
rn!

oo

e 't "/'inta@
mf

—1+2ec, ' + 0(e) .(m+ —,')!
ml

6. f&~ e"Iy(x) —1/x jq(x)dx

e" yx ——gxdx

1 X

((()(x) ——dx [yq(y)-1]dy+ 0(e),
J,g x Q,

y/a 1e W- —dx [yW(y) —1]dy+ 0(e)
Q x Q

One can calculate q „/, exactly using formula
4.333 of Ref. (24) (p. 5'(4):

v'/2 d " y+ln(4a)
fm-1/ 2

(
). )( d P/2

oo ] X'

= e W(x)- —dx [yW(y) —1]dy+ 0(e) .
Q x Q

(S10)

4. f"e "/xdxf& Iyy(y) —1)dy

'The domain of integration is as in Fig. 1. Since
~y(()(y) —1~ & conste'/y',

APPENDIX C

1. Lower bound for V

(1/ mt)e ' t dt is a probability measure and (t)
= m+1. For fixed x, (t+x2) ' 2 is concave. By
Jensen inequality

dx yyy —1 dy

dx

yappy

-~ dy+0 &
1 x Q

=-2ee, (1)(m+-2')) /m! + 0(e) .
or

((t+x') '') -((t)+x') ''

W. (x) ~ (m+1+x') '/'.

(C1)

5 floe "Iy(x) —1/xjy(x)dx Since (a'+f)2)'/2 & a+I),

Expanding y in power series and integrating, we

get

1
e * p(x) ——x(x)dx r[xq(x) —=(]dx+o(e)

Q x Q

(m+-,') I

nial

W (x) ~ [(m+1)'/'+ x'] '.

2. 0 &~f ~& 2(m + If'l&(t —jn2)

f is evidently positive [see (3.21) and (3.3)j. Iiy
(C 1)

oo

2 -Z/S
x

f„& (m+1+x ) '/ ——dx dy[y(m+1+y') '/2- 1]x Q

oo

= (m+ 1)~2 (1+x') ' ' - —[(1+x')' ' - x- 1]dx
x ~

= 2(m + 1)'/'(1 —ln2) . (C4)

FIG. 1. Domain of integration for the double integral
in Eq. (BS).

APPENDIX D

Upper and lower bounds for Tr (I')

A lower bound is

Tx(p) r e '"*[(me))'xex] '
Q

=e'"' '" e [2e(m+1)' ']X/2

) c,[2e(m+1)'/2]

where e, (x) is the exponential integral. For the
upper bound write
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el 2Cx

Tr(y) = W(x)e '""dx+
Q x

1
gx+ e '"" W(x)- —dx

0 x

1 ao 1 1 OO

W(x)dxe
l
W(x) ——de+ e, (dee)+ (e '"*-1)W(x)dx+ (I —e '"*)——te(x)) dx

0 x 0 1 x

«1n2+ e, (2n)+ in[1+ (m+ 1)'~'], (D2)

where we have used the negativity of the fourth
term, (3.6) and (3.V), and finally (C3) to bound the
last integral.

2. Upper bound for Tr (PQ)

From (3.3) and (3.11)

We(xI =e * (- e Q " d„x(1-P)
p „, n)(m+1)i

+ [lnx+ y(1 —p) —y(1) —y(2)]

(& —lo. .„)~ at(m+1)~" (E3)

7 e(d'9) -« f0
(1 —e 2"') =

y- 12
where

(1 —P)„=(1 —P)(2 —P) ~ ~ (n —P), (1 —P)o = 1

by (Bl).

APPENDIX E

Truncated Coulomb

4„=Q [j+1—p) ' —(j+1) ' —(j+2) '].
A weak coupling expansion gives

(E4)

The binding o.2 of the ground state of

d
1+

I xl

is given by

(El)

a=XTr(I )+(X'/n)»(I'Q)+ ~ ~ .

where

Tr(P) =e'"e,(2n},

Tr(PQ) =
~~~

m' —nln'(2a)+ 0(a) .

(E5)

(E 6)

d Wg(x}

where" "
(E2) In 'Table IV a comparison is being made between

the exact (E2) and (E5)-(E6) for values of X cor-
responding [Eq. (2.3)] to 8=100, 200, 263, 500,
and 1000.
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